
A hybrid conference
August 17th - 18th 2022
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IN 2022, THE THEME IS: ”Earth in Balance” 
- From consumer society to regenerative society - from challenge to opportunity 

The world has reached 7.8 billion. Humans spend far more 
resources each year than the Earth can recreate. Global Foot-
print Network reports that in 2021, Earth Overshoot Day was 
already July 29th. The year before, it was almost a month later!

To reverse the trend, there must be a radical change in our way 
of life. We need to think differently, reorganize resource con-
sumption, production, waste management and recycling. We 
need to get used to a new reality with an increased focus on 
climate adaptation and limited resources. To get back in bal-
ance, we need to give more back to the Earth than we take; in 
other words a regenerative approach. It has become clear that 
energy policy is also security policy, which has actually cre-
ated momentum to accelerate the green transition in Europe. 
 

This year’s Climate Conference focuses on the necessary 
change, as well as how we can thereby contribute to creat-
ing a better globe. The focus is on showing approaches and 
concrete examples that can inspire and guide the way - this is 
needed in Denmark and globally!

But can the thoughts be realized in larger contexts? We will 
challenge the individual presenters to talk about the possibil-
ities for scaling and disseminating project ideas. This is be-
cause it is often easier to create new innovative projects than 
to implement a lasting change that is copied to other areas.

AUGUST
17TH-17TH 2022

HYBRID

DESCRIPTION 
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TIME: TRACK 1
CIRKULAR ECONOMY

TRACK 2
CO₂ REDUCTION

TRACK 3
CLIMATE ADAPTATIO

TRACK 4
TECHNOLOGICAL  
WATER SOLUTIONS 

Circular Economy  
– Theory and practice

Reductions and  
systems

Strategies for  
managed retreat

A Danish export ad-
venture within water

09.00 – 09.10 Welcome by the hosts of Klimatorium’s National Climate Conference 2022 

09.10 – 09.20 Facilitators Nina Bendixen Kristian Ring-Hansen Holt introduce Klimatorium’s National Climate Conference

09.20 – 10.00 Keynote – Andrew Simms – rapid systemic and behavioral transitions.  
How do we get Earth in balance? Is a sustainable 2050 utopia? (Language: English)

10.00 – 10.30 PAUSE 

10.30 – 12.00 The thinking behind
circular economy
Speakers:
Beth Rattner, Biomimicry 
(Language: English) og 
Hans Sanderson,
senior researcher, AU

Need for changes
NOW
Speakers:
Sebastian Mernild,  
professor and manager of 
SDU Climate Cluster

Long-term planning
and prioritization of 
climate adaptation
Speakers:  
Anna Aslaug Mortensdottir 
Lund, KU. Christian  
Andersen, Danish Regions
Mie Thomsen, KL 

Water technologies
can lead to a
sustainable future
Speakers:
Susan Krumdieck, chair 
Energy Transition  
Engineering

12.00 – 13.00 LUNCH 

13.00 – 14.30 From theory to 
practice
Speakers: 
Michael Aastrup, Tarkett. 
Lisbeth, WallPipe

Sustainable Develop-
ment from a parent
societal perspective
Speakers: 
Julie Emontspool, SDU 
(Language: English).  
Lea Munkholm, Region 
Midtjylland.   
Thomas Meinert Larsen, 
Klimabevægelsen

Involvement and
collaboration across
Speakers: 
Karsten Schipperheijn, P2, 
Holland (online). Albert Jan 
Kerssen, Idverde Holland 
(Language: English)

Commercial  
lighthouse - water  
technology solutions
Speakers: 
Tom Heron, director NIRAS
Pat A. Han, Technical Ma-
nager, Skovgaard Energy. 
Lone Tang, Adjunkt VIA 
University College. Knud 
Hjortlund, Head of Inno-
vation, Food & Bio Cluster 
Denmark. Henrik Bjørnager 
Jensen, International Direc-
tor, CLEAN

14.30 – 15.00 PAUSE 

15.00 – 16.30 The public system  
can to
Speakers: 
Jens Hjul-Nielsen, BOFA,  
Bornholms waste mana-
gement

Everyday life &  
sustainability
Speakers: 
Kristian Borch, AAU
Steen Møller, Grobund
Martha vrist, direktør Midt-
jyske Jernbaner

Holistic, long-term 
and value-creating
climate adaptation
solutions
Speakers: 
Henrik Vest Sørensen, 
ReDoCO2. Mia Rix, Ran-
ders council. Lise Holm, 
Dragør council. Lis Nowak, 
Odense council

Implementation of
the technological
solutions within
water technology
Speakers: 
Jonas Falzarano Jessen 
PhD at Aalborg university. 
Techno anthropologist.  
Saruch Satishkumar Rat-
hore, Aalborg Universitet. 
Bulut Kuskonmaz, Aalborg 
University. Rafael Wisnie-
wski, Aalborg University

16.30 – 17.00 The earth in balance - dialogue and summary of highlights from the first day. Thanks for today

PROFESSIONAL CONFERENCE  
DAY 1: AUGUST 17TH

Program for the day

ENG

ENG

ENG

ENG

ENG
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NETWORKING DINNER 
AUGUST 17TH AT 07:00PM

Network dinner at a very special price, which is 
only possible thanks to be the wonderful hosts 
of the Climate Conference. The Networking 
Dinner is being held at the historic and beauti-
ful Hotel Lidenlund in the middle of Lemvig. A 
delicious climate-friendly menu is served with 
local ingredients.

A perfect end to an exciting day, but hurry up 
there are only limited spaces! Registration at 
klimatorium.dk

Price DKK 350.00 / each
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TIME: Our political part of the conference is for anyone interested in knowing more about political 
action! We pass on the recommendations from the conference’s first day to the politicians 
and ask for action. On this day we want to become wiser about what drives major change 
and the human factor as an important key to actually make change happen. 

09.00 – 09.10 Welcome by Klimatorium, Lemvig Kommune, Region Midtjylland

09.10 – 09.30 Introduction to the second day of Klimatorium’s Climate Conference 2022 by moderators Nina & Kristian

09.30 – 11.00 Keynote. Sebastian Mernild, professor and head of SDU Climate Cluster and Jenny Elissen,  
creative strategist and founder of Giantleapers.com. 
How to we implement the actions needed? How do we ensure we act now and what is they key  
message to the politicians in regards to action required?

11.00 – 11.30 PAUSE 

11.30 – 12.40 Political Panel conversation. A lot of required actions have been presented during the conference but 
how will the politicians act upon these? If we want to get Earth in balance we need to see political action.
Political panel: Karsten Filsø (SF), Stine Isaksen (formidler og redaktør), Steffen Damsgaard (Landdistrik-
ternes Fællessråd), Simon Weber (Ungeklimarådet), Preben Friis-Hauge (Venstre), Katrine Olldag (Radikale 
Venstre), Bent Graversen (Venstre), Tyra Møll-Holst (Ungeklimarådet), Orla Østerby (Løsgænger)

12.40 – 13.00 What was the key message which we pass on from this conference? We are passing on the climate relay 
and encourage to collaborative action to get Earth in balance.

POLITICAL CONFERENCE
DAY 2: AUGUST 18TH

Program for the day

ENG
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION 

ACCOMMODATION
See an overview of hotels near Klimatorium here or scan
The QR code

DIRECTION 
FROM TRAIN STATION TO KLIMATORIUM

TAXA LEMVIG:
CITY TAXI LEMVIG: +45 97 82 14 15
Dantaxa +45 48 48 48 48

It takes about 20 minutes to walk from Lemvig Station to
Klimatorium. We recommend experiencing it on foot. The city 
and the route along the harbor is particularly beautiful on foot.

See the route here or scan the QR code

EXPERIENCE AND SEE
There is a sea of   experiences on the many beautiful west 
coast destinations.

Explore the options here or scan the QR code

THE MARKET PLACE

Marketplace with innovative projects, products, solutions
and initiatives for registered at. 8.30 AM - 5:00PM (3.00PM)

Read more here or scan the QR code

PARKING
There are charging stations at Klimatorium, and a number of 
others parking spaces around here.

Find your parking space here or scan the QR code
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T: +45 51 64 37 10

https://klimatorium.dk/en/det-nationale-klimatopmoede-2022/overnatning/
https://klimatorium.dk/en/det-nationale-klimatopmoede-2022/transport-fra-togstation-til-klimatorium/
https://www.visitnordvestkysten.dk
https://klimatorium.dk/en/det-nationale-klimatopmoede-2022/markedsplads/
https://klimatorium.dk/en/detnationaleklimatopmoede/parkering/

